The Layman’s Introduction to
“The End of Electric Charge and Electric Current as
we know them”.
• When a pulse is guided by two parallel conductors, there is electric current i in the
wires and electric charge q on the surface of the wires.

There is also electric field and magnetic field between the wires. The electric field is shown
with the solid lines and the magnetic field with the dotted lines.

Electric field lines terminate on electric charge q, and magnetic field lines circumnavigate
electric current i. Conventionally, electric charge causes the electric field, and electric
current causes the magnetic field. All four travel together at the speed of light, as shown in
Forrest Bishop’s animations at http://www.ivorcatt.co.uk/x127.htm .

Based on Maxwell’s Equations, my paper at http://www.ivorcatt.co.uk/x111.htm proves that
only one voltage/current ratio can travel between these conductors, at only one speed, the
speed of light.

I injected a very narrow voltage pulse between the left hand conductor Ao and the ground
plane below. A small voltage spike Po immediately appeared between the right hand passive
line and ground. These are shown in the bottom traces.

The initial unbalanced pulses separated out (at A3 P3 and later A6 P6) into a faster “Odd
Mode” pulse with equal and opposite voltages on the two lines, followed later by an “Even
Mode” pulse of equal positive amplitude. The Odd Mode had electric current travelling in
the right hand conductor from right to left out of the paper, and the Even Mode had current
flowing in from left to right into the paper.

The drawings show how the two pulses gradually separated out, and must have been
superposed initially at AoPo.

The field patterns for the two modes are as shown below.

It is easier to use the method of images, and think of four symmetrical conductors rather than
two. (The copper ground plane is like a mirror.)

It is as though the conductors were shorted together to form only two conductors, in the
manner shown.

Even Mode

Odd Mode

Whereas, based on Faraday’s Law, my paper proved that only one voltage/current ratio can
travel between two conductors, I then proved that only two voltage/current ratios, the Even
Mode and the Odd Mode shown, can travel between these two conductors and ground plane.
In the right hand passive line P, the electric current was in the opposite direction for the two
modes. For 43 years I failed to notice that the earliest bottom traces, Ao and Po, showed a
third, unbalanced mode, which is illegal under Faraday’s Law. It must have contained
currents in opposite directions in the right hand passive line P. This is illegal under classical
theory. You cannot have two electric currents flowing in opposite directions down the same
conductor.

